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KICK the bucket; turn up your toes; peg out; sail on into the sunset; give up the ghost; pushing up 

daisies; worm food; the big sleep; bought it; buy the farm; pop off; croak – there are as many 

euphemisms for death as there are explanations for the phenomenon. 

 

Judeo-Christians believe after death your definitive soul goes to either heaven or hell, depending 

on whether you have been judged to be a good or bad person, forever. Muslim fighters believe if 

a man dies during Jihad , he will be rewarded with 70 virgins upon entering heaven. Buddhists 

believe your soul is reincarnated over and over until the wheel of Karma has turned full circle, 

finally releasing it from the suffering of life. 

 

The philosophy of Taoism – a progenitor of Buddhism and Hinduism, and one of the world’s 

oldest collections of thought – sees life and death as two sides of the same coin, chasing each 

other like the two tadpoles of its most famous symbol – the Yin and Yang. 

 

The correlations between Taoism and the science of physics are so close as to be nerve-tingling, 

especially because many of the tenets of physics proved only recently by experiment were 

postulated by Lao Tsu more than two millennia before.   

 

Even the universal binary language of computer programming, which states all information in the 

universe can be built from combinations of the numbers 1 and zero, is an almost perfect 

replication of the Tao belief that everything is linked to its opposite. In the words of Lao Tsu, 

writing in the Taoist scripture, the Tao te Ching: 

 
“Being and non-being produce each other.  

Difficult and easy complement each other.  

Long and short define each other.  

High and low oppose each other.  

Fore and aft follow each other. ” 

 

Death, therefore, can be defined as the cessation of life, the point of change from living to its 

opposite. And so to understand death, it must first be necessary to have some knowledge about 

life. Defining life is somewhat easier because, unlike heaven, hell and the promise of 70 virgins, 

it is available here and now for all to see but, again, there are many versions of the truth.  

 

Many religions will say that life is the gift of God, but going down that track may involve us in 

the search for Him and that would open a different Pandora’s Box. Science has been rigorously 

exploring the phenomenon of life, and recent developments in the study of genetics has narrowed 

the definition down to the molecule DNA (de-oxy ribose nucleic acid).  

 

All life, the present theory goes, possesses DNA in various levels of complexity. And one of the 

unique characteristics of DNA is its ability to reproduce itself in the exact image of its initial 

structure. A DNA complex insures itself against ultimate extinction through inevitable decay by 

producing an exact copy before it “pops off”. This satisfies one of the fundamental definitions of 

life: its ability to reproduce and is an example of enthalpy – the tendency of the physical universe 



to create order. Its opposite is entropy, the equally abundant tendency of disorder – another Yin 

and Yang. 

 

There is another requirement of life, which is the ability to change – another form of insurance, 

but this time against the possibility of the original structure being unable to survive in a changed 

physical environment. The physical environment on earth does change, as we all know. It heats 

and cools, produces Ice Ages and the tectonic movement of continents. Life has the ability to 

change from recombinations within species by sexual reproduction, and also via random 

mutations which are then chosen for continuance by natural selection. This capability has allowed 

life to inhabit every environment on the planet and to survive all the changes of the past three 

billion years at least. 

 

Where and how did life originate?  

 

Darwin started a revolution in scientific thinking in the 19th Century, which by stealth eventually 

proposed that there was no spiritual force behind life; that life, as a single DNA molecule, began 

as the statistical certainty of a random event in a universe infinite in space and time, and kept 

going from that point. That event, according to the theory, happened on earth some three billion 

years ago, give or take a few hundred million, and life has evolved, increased in complexity, 

resulting in its highest form – us – some 200,000 years ago. This train of thought continued until 

post-WW II. 

 

More recently, however, the possibilities of life existing on other planets, in different solar 

systems, even in parallel universes, have been opened up. NASA is funding special projects for 

astronomers to search the universe for radio signals, water (necessary for life) has been found on 

other planets, rocks brought back from Mars show microscopic patterns suspiciously like 

bacteria, as do meteorites, and life has been found in boiling sulfur springs, in the darkest depths 

of the ocean and in polar ice. 

 

Wherever it came from, it is no wonder it is still here now – life is pervasive and tenacious and, 

although a bit blurred at the edges in the case of viruses and the like, it’s easy to identify. Most 

forms of life recognise themselves and other species, and distinguish them from inert matter and 

just rocks.  

 

There is a debate about sentience – the ability to be aware. Religions such as Christianity can be 

very particular about the definition of a sentient being, because that is the progenitor of guilt, and 

if you are going to proscribe how human beings should behave, as most religions do, guilt is a 

very effective tool. For myself, as a budding Taoist and meditator, all life is sentient, because 

awareness is the ultimate ground of meditation, and we may as well believe that all life is aware, 

even though we communicate through it to only the highest (most complexly evolved) species. 

Some religious philosophies based on meditation go further and claim that awareness is a 

fundamental phenomenon which pervades the universe and is deeper than deities, because even 

God, if he exists, is aware. 

 

In a small digression from our main subject, there is a fascinating convergence of linguistics, 

neuro-psychology, paleontology and religious philosophy which examines the development of the 

brain with the advent of speech. “In the beginning was the Word,” (the Bible); “The word which 

can be named is not the eternal word,” (Tao te Ching). The similarity between the opening words 

of these two famous books, written centuries and thousands of miles apart, is eerie. 

 



So life is tough, it reproduces itself, accommodates change and is aware. We know it exists 

because, as it reverts to its opposite, at the point of death, we are released from our boredom and 

rush to understand what happened. We grieve for what we can’t retrieve and love the dead with 

an intensity which is not possible for the living. 

 

Why do we then need to fill the void left behind? We imagine heaven and hell where the dead can  

go on existing; we attempt to contact the dead; we mummify the remains, scatter the ashes, build 

grandiose mausoleums and plant roses.  

 

Ninety-nine per cent of known forms of life share the same basic genetic DNA structure as 

human beings, but vary in small ways which make them separate species which will not be able 

to mate with others. Within our own species, the miniscule variations create some 30 different 

basic types, or tribes, easily identifiable by facial characteristics and body shapes. This recently 

acquired palaentological and genetic knowledge gives a unique insight into the history of human 

beings and how they spread across the world, even arising from an original mother nick-named 

“Eve” some identifiable millenium in Africa. 

 

Within each tribe, unique individuals of men and women are born and are recognised as separate  

and special, given unique, though sometimes repetitive, names, and are remembered after they 

die. That’s you and me, he and she, their kids and grandma, grandpa, Fred next door and Joe 

Bloggs, Winston Churchill, Charles Manson, Nicole Kidman and Tony Mundine. 

 

All these individuals are 99.999 per cent the same, but we still recognise the variations as 

profound, love some deeply, hate some intensely and are irritated by or indifferent to the rest.  

 

We are most loyal to DNA variants closely related to our own, or to the mates we use to 

reproduce with, which means the DNA of our children will be closely related to theirs as well. 

Sexual reproduction appears to be necessary for genetic integrity to be maintained, although 

despite our almost universal preoccupation, it is poorly understood. Many lower orders of life 

reproduce asexually, and parthenogenesis is known to have occurred in birds. It is theoretically 

possible that Jesus was born asexually to the Virgin Mary, although it is more likely she was just 

“up the duff”. More recently cloning has become possible and theologians and governments are 

beside themselves trying to stop renegade scientists from becoming the first to produce a human 

being in this way. 

 

The profound outcome to me of all this accumulated knowledge is that I know life as my own 

essential uniqueness, that my DNA pattern and my piece of life was derived from my mother and 

father and, with the erotic collusion of my attractive wife, can be passed on to my children, who 

will carry it and pass it on again after I die, making minor corrections to perfect it on the way.  

 

All this occurs on a beautiful white, blue, green and brown near-perfect sphere spinning around 

an immense, blindingly hot, molten orange globe which rises every morning in a spectacular light 

show. And the whole system exists in an infinity of inky blackness punctuated by gorgeous stars. 

 

What more beautiful, good and amazing magic is possible? What greater proof do I need for the 

existence of life after death? Why fear the inevitable finale which alone frames the value of my 

life? Why beat my breast and cry for the departed when, without death we would not have even 

been aware that life existed in the first place? 


